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Abstract— For color a grayscale image there are different 

color spaces explained in[1],[2],[3] and [4].For extended 

seven various type of colors process is explained in[4].These 

colors are RGB,LUV, YCgCb, YCbCr, YUV, XYZ and YIQ. 

Kekre’s Fast Search algorithm and exhaustive search are used 

and change the grid sizes which are used in existing process 

results acquire over grid sizes to look out survey with least 

mean squared error. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There was a time due to limitations in technology when all 

images (and videos) were fully in greyscale. Color images are 

now quite ordinary at a period of time. For provide a greater 

touch of pragmatism it is highly logical to have a collared 

version for many of this images. Identically, there is also 

transfer to matching colored version of old feature films. To 

achieve this result techniques have been proposed as 

explained in [1], [2] and [3].Although, there are some 

drawbacks in this technique of needing a specific count of 

human involvement as the colorizations process is applied. A 

technique which requires minimal human interaction is 

described in [4] and we are going to concentrate on this 

technique. Therefore, permitting for the specific generation 

of colored images from grayscale images provided colored 

images of homogeneous scenes are provided this can be done 

automatically which is explained in[4]. 

To redesigning of the original color, we can use the 

greyscale image colorizations technique which is given in 

[4].For compatible colour space values it performs on the 

mapping greyscale (or luminance) values principle. In color 

values and its compatible luminance values more than two to 

one mapping occurs, very less possibility of searching 

suitable match for luminance value if we design the pixel by 

pixel mapping. Hence, for progressive possibility of near 

suitable match more than single pixel is required when design 

the luminance to colour mapping. For configure a pixel 

window Grid size of 2 x 2 pixels group of four pixels is 

created in[4]. 

We can assume various methods to apply one color 

to another. To decide a suitable color space do with our core 

technique and use simplest algorithm and after that use simple 

operations there is our main goal. If three color channels are 

presented there is interconnection between different color 

values in any of the familiar color spaces. E.g. If blue channel 

has longer space then red and green channel have most of the 

color values. We have to change completely color channels if 

we want to change view of the pixel’s color. This is a 

complicated for any color changes process. Orthogonal color 

space is expected without association between axes. 

Minimizes the association between channels for many natural 

scenes is developed by Ruder man et al and is called lαβ 

colour space.It is depends on research of data-driven human 

perception that supposed to be the human visual system is 

actually matching for processing natural scenes. Lαβ space 

was never applied to our knowledge and lαβ color space in 

the context of understanding the human visual system 

otherwise compared to remaining color spaces. Suppose use 

of different types of operations in various color channels that 

disagreeable cross channel artifacts will not found. In lαβ 

there is little association between axes. This color space is to 

a first approximation that uniform changes in channel 

intensity tend to be similarly noticeable [4]. 

Ruder man et al. [3] found that LDE color space 

reduces the association between channels for many natural 

scenes. Reinhardt et al. [2] used this color space to change 

color from one color image to another and obtained perfect n 

impressive visual effect.  

Texture synthesis and color transferring technique in 

[2] combines and this is the basic idea of this paper.Where 

textures are clean or split out the pictures into discrete 

luminance clusters is an advantage of colour transferring 

technique.It works very well. But it performs badly with faces 

it fails to distinguish skin and lip. This kind of problem comes 

with similar luminance distribution. It will fail to colorize 

these various regions with user specified colors. If we 

straightly applying this technique. Techniques are referred as 

fully-automated color transfer techniques which are given in 

[2] and [3]. In Ruder man’s L D E color space their methods 

of transfer are depend on natural images [3]. Take out 

embedded foreground objects from a background image by 

approximate a color is matting technique in [2].From 

database of color images the source image is found which is 

based on feature matching. Very easy method is for color 

proposed in this paper. On all kind of images our method 

works very well. To impressive coloring process speed we 

applied Kekre’s fast search algorithm [1]. When colouring all 

partial greyscale images is completed the integration of 

pictures by estimating the overlap between consecutive image 

parts. Kekre’s LUV color space makes better color quality. In 

successive region parts overlap is the common region. It 

displays common border if any picture stops and another 

starts. Those pictures have to join according to that the last 

picture should not be any fake edges. 

A. Color Spaces 

1) RGB Color Space) 

RGB color space depends on RGB color model. Red-Green-

Blue color space applied if constructing a color picture. 0 to 

255 are value of R, G and B and therefore permits to construct 

the pictures. A luminance calculated applying a weighted 

average of R, G and B values such that sum of weights is 

unity. 

2) Kekre’s LUV Color Space 

This color space gives better colored picture. This color space 

is described in [5], [6] and [7].This is standard RGB color 

space is given below: 
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 (1) 

 (2) 

L/3 component gives luminance values.  

3) YCbCr Color Space 

Now YCbCr color space [13] applied, applied on familiar 

applications which found in [8] and [9].Better attribute have 

to matting gray picture with eye realization than applying 

YCbCr color space. This attached to RGB color space which 

given below:  

  (5)     

  (6) 

The Y component gives luminance values.  

4) Kekre’s YCgCb Color Space 

Kekre’s YCgCb color space is about to standard RGB color 

space given below:  

 (3) 

 (4) 

The Y/3 component gives luminance values.  

5) YUV Color Space 

Generally take as bit of color picture pipeline. Color picture 

encrypted by this. For PAL (Phase Alternation Line), NTSC 

(National Television System Committee) and SECAM 

(Sequential Collar Avec Memoires or Sequential Color with 

Memory) compound color video standards YUV color space 

is applied. In [10] and [11] impact of this exists on other 

applications of color spaces. Below matrices can applied for 

interconvert into RGB and YUV color spaces 

 (7) 

 (8) 

Y component gives luminance values.  

6) YIQ Color Space 

For human color-response characteristics YIQ is an 

advantage. YIQ color space acquired from YUV color space. 

NTSC composite color video standard applied this 

alternatively. In [12] that transformation was found. For 

changes the color information applied modulation method. 

YIQ and RGB inter-conversion matrices are as follows: 

 (11) 

 (12) 

I stand for in phase and Q for quadrature 

In Y based colors Y components gives luminance 

values. 

In this paper to overcome the drawbacks in existing 

algorithms we separated colorization of gray scale image into 

two modules that are colorization of the gray scale image 

module and color pallet generation module. 

7) XYZ Color Space 

Like YCbCr, YUV and YIQ color spaces XYZ color space 

not regularly takes. It’s bounding with the RGB color space 

is given below: 

 (9) 

 (10) 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

In this section the various strategies those are conferred to 

mine high utility item sets effectively are presented. 

In [2] author represented technique of sprinkle 

colours in greyscale pictures. Here no perfect resolution for 

difficulty of coloring grayscale pictures. For reduce the 

humans hard work they are struggling. They want to done 

with this technique that human interconnection only to search 

input or source color picture then work of changing color 

attribute from input color picture to grayscale picture. Color 

palette is prepared applying pixel windows of few degrees put 

from reference color pictures. According to that procedure 

color picture is changes to grayscale picture the luminance 

values of objective grayscale picture. The source color picture 

is single which perfect and depend on better perfect match the 

respective chromaticity values of color picture. 

In[4] author launched technique to “colorizing” 

grayscale photos by transferring color into a source, color 

photos and destination, grayscale photo. It gives the method 

for helping and reduces amount of human work for that work 

attends current approach. There is no exact objective solution 

for typical difficulty of including chromatic values to a 

grayscale pictures. Moves all color “mood” from the source 

to objective picture by using suitable luminance and texture 

information into pictures either deciding RGB colors from a 

palette to color single components. It will hold on genuine 

luminance values of objective pictures and transfer 

chromaticity information. In this paper photorealism 

improvement algorithm is operating the color distribution of 

graphics so for match with genuine pictures. When allows 

user compare with regions of one than more pictures with 

rectangular swatches procedure is maximizes. That was 

revealed potential and utility of our technique in a various set 

of application domains and easy technique may properly 

applied to different pictures and video gives this texture and 

luminance were district. 

In [5] this paper provides Kekre’s Biorthogonal 

colour space and RGB colour space. The research proved that 

better and impressive colouring gives in Kekre’s Biorthogonal 

colour space. Like Kekre’s Biorthogonal colour spaces and 

Red Green Blue colour space the techniques of colour 

attributes changes greyscale pictures are revisited with various 

colour spaces. In this paper in [4] they give 2x2 window size 

uses for pixel window.  In this paper resolution for problems 

of picture seascape formation where some of the partial 

pictures are color and others is grayscale is given. With help 

of color pictures elements the elements of grayscale pictures 

might be colored and used this to construct the seascape 

image because easy resolution might transfer totally picture 
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bits into grayscale pictures and blend them to obtain grayscale 

pictures panorama. However acquiring colored seascape is 

consistently preferred by picking colors from the color 

elements and squirting them in grayscale elements of the 

seascape that is achieved. 

In [6] they worked on technique which is developed 

to transfers colors from chosen source picture to objective 

grayscale picture. Particularly, they try to remove the 

necessity of human interconnection in chosen source color 

pictures that may judge as a first walk towards real-time video 

colorization. Observed that where client were asked rate the 

plausibility of the colorings generated automatically for 

separate pictures for judge profit of our technique. 

In [7] they are trying to do opposite to many 

previous computer-aided colorizing methods; this method 

wants that just user to gives objective grayscale picture to the 

‘colorization’ procedure which acquires perfect human 

involvement. Without human interference including color for 

grayscale pictures is shows in this paper. Source image is 

selected from pictures database this picture should be a 

colored picture from similar of grayscale picture. After that 

perfect match source pixel are decide utilizing luminance and 

texture matching process to each pixel of objective picture 

between a perceptually associated color space. While we 

searched matching source pixel after that its chromaticity 

values appointed to objective pixel if genuine luminance 

value of objective pixel is kept. They proposed a totally 

reflexive method to including colors to grayscale pictures. A 

method obtained accurate human intervention that method 

needs just an user for supplying  objective grayscale picture 

for ‘colorization’ procedure, colorful picture of familiar 

content as grayscale picture is electronically regain from 

pictures database, as taken source picture. 

In [8] used to obtain better optical pictures e.g. old 

black and white pictures, movies or scientific for that gray 

picture coloring is applied. For a coloring of grayscale 

pictures some of the authors apply primary techniques. For 

coloring grayscale pictures author suggest current techniques. 

According textures pictures are separated in various 

elements. Arranging predefined textures from textures gives 

original pictures color. Identification of these textures is 

performed by matching textures with training set stored in 

specific database. Approve the efficiency of proposed 

coloring system by coloring some sets of natural gray pictures 

with best quality original colors. 

In [9] similarly including colour in greyscale pictures 

it’s electronically acquire less compiler time is introduced in 

paper. After that author looks suitable matching source pixel 

utilizing the luminance matching technique, for each pixel of 

objective greyscale picture. Chromacity values are appointed 

to objective picture pixel and after that genuine luminance 

value is regained if we will go for a correct matching. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH FRAMEWORK  

A. Problem Definition  

In our research we examined that Exhaustive Search 

algorithms still perform for smaller pixel grid sizes and they 

are not perform with respect to image quality. The problems 

are occurred according to referred methods are predicting and 

then direct application of color in the gray scale image, which 

reduced the overall effectiveness of the entire work. This 

drawback makes the overall system hard so that, the 

prediction about the color of the image should not match 

every time. Colorization is time-consuming and expensive 

process this is a major problem with colorization. Changing 

gray scale image to color image is very complicated. 

Converting gray scale image into color image quite difficult 

but maintain quality of an image in very difficult. One of the 

myths about the concept of changing a colorless image into a 

color image is that taking a color image and removes its color 

applying directly to the grayscale image. 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODULE  

A. Input Dataset 

 Gray Scale Image 

 Color Image 

B. Algorithms 

1) Exhaustive Search Algorithm 

It is a very simple to implement the Algorithm Exhaustive 

search but in performance it performs as the pixel grid sizes 

decrease or image sizes increase. This algorithm search for 

the each and every possible way for acquires the best solution. 

In exhaustive search in luminance-to-color mapping table 

each n every luminance entry is compared with the luminance 

values which are acquired from grayscale picture; Euclidean 

distance is counted for each. In terms of conceptual power 

this is very costly as maximizes the measurements of 

mapping table because Euclidean distance computation is not 

minor summations however; contain difficult operations such 

as summations and squares. The algorithm terminates and 

returns the minimum just when whole table is look out and 

the less Euclidean distance is obtained. 

a) Time Complexity: 

O (k) is time complexity utilizing big-O notation. Hence time 

complexity of algorithm maximizes similarly with maximize 

in either of the dimensions of pictures. 

2) Kekre’s Fast Search algorithm 

This algorithm utilized for searching mapping with least 

mean squared error and equates effect obtained over grid 

sizes. 

Suppose g = m x n is number of pixels that searched 

in each pixel grid. Each mapping table entry should g 

luminance values. 

Let values are B1 to Bg. Firstly we classify out 

whole mapping table with respect to B1 in either increasing 

or decreasing manner. Decide to type table in increasing 

manner. Set the value of B1 searched at middle of table after 

classifying. Separate the table between half(close as probable 

between half) at that stage (add middle between the upper 

half).Now sort the whole upper half of table and whole lower 

half of table independently of each other with respect to B2. 

Examine values in B1 is currently no longer be classifying as 

we currently classifying the table values with respect to B2. 

Now save the two values of B2 found at the respective 

midpoints and again separated the table between half (so there 

is four parts). 

Again do process till classifying with respect to Bg, 

saving whole middles. If table entries are classified, 

procedure of paper building said to be completed. If 

analyzing of table, firstly compare B1 luminance value of 

grayscale picture pixel grid with the B1 value of first middle 
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which is stored. If picture luminance value is decreases than 

or same to middle value that matching is perfect for pixel grid 

is in upper half of table (assuming we had classified in 

increasing manner). Currently compare value B2 of picture 

pixel grid with B2 value of upper middle of second lot of 

middles. Repeat steps till we obtain the comparison of BG 

value with other values in gth set of middles. Currently we 

have little set of table entries which are known as correct 

mapping entry. Euclidean distance measured just for a little 

bit set of entries displays utilizing KFS algorithm should 

processes for 4 pixel grid size. 

a) Time Complexity 

Let, 

𝑘 =
𝑀

𝑚
 𝑋 

𝑁

𝑛
             (1) 

K is number of entries of mapping table. 

Let, grid size will be g. 

g = m x n                (2) 

It is showing the incorporate of g a simple 

comparison which is followed by the calculation k/2g 

Euclidean distances. 

We get following result from (1) and (1) 

𝑘 =
𝑀𝑁

𝑘
                    (3) 

Hence we get a complexity of according big-O 

notation is: 

O (
𝑘

2𝑀𝑁/𝐾) 

Therefore Kekre’s Fast Search generally precedes 

exhaustive search to time complexity. 

b) Output Set: Colorized Gray Scale Image 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The final expect result should be image(video) that have 

contet of gary scale imgae and color should like source color 

image.Below are the some images which ae redesigned using 

ES and KFS algorithm.Note that if  KFS utilized than ES the 

twist for larger grid size is most important and how KFS and 

ES gives expected results for smaller grid size.Genuine color 

pictures of grayscale picturea utilized is unavailable, MSE is 

uncounted, that’s why search is subjective. Where 

perpetuation for per search and perpetuation for complete 

redisigning of the color pictures is counted and it is given 

below. The genuine pictures and grayscale pictures both 

colored were of same size, 180 x 180 pixels. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Exhaustive Search 

 
Fig. 2: Kekre’s Fast Search 

Fig. 3: Reconstruction of target image using similar source 

image 

 
Fig. 2: Time taken per search (in milliseconds)  

In Fig 2 x axis displays grid size and y axis displays 

times in ms. we display perpetuation per search in different 

size. 

In Fig 3 x axis shows grid size and y axis shows 

times in millisecond. Here we show time duration to complete 

coloring of image various grid size.  

 
Fig. 3: Perpetuation for complete reconstruction of the color 

image (in seconds) 

Figure 3 Perpetuation for complete reconstruction of 

the color image (in seconds) 

VI. CONCLUSION  

We completed with counting comparison of Kekre’s Fast 

Search algorithm with exhaustive search algorithm utilized 

when colouring greyscale pictures by method explained in 

this paper. Analyzed Kekre’s Fast Search algorithm is not 

going well and exhaustive search algorithm according picture 

attribute; still processes exhaustive search algorithm for little 

bit pixel grid sizes. Kekre’s Fast Search regularly execute 

notably better than exhaustive search algorithm if time 

complexity is examined. That is proved using algorithmic 

analysis and actual measurements. Hence, we can say that 

Kekre’s Fast Search algorithm can utilized due to highly 

ranking performance in terms of time and also expected 

performance in terms of picture quality if utilizing pixel grid 

sizes with regions up to 2 x 2 pixels. 
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